Friends greeting each other
Two people saying good-bye
Two people meeting for the first time
Yearly calendar
Sinking boat
Woman thinking
Empty email
Each May, my mother and I peeled individual sticks into the ground, and then a week later we placed the newly planted sticks in the ground, replacing the blooms and immediately starting over. By the end of the season, we had a whole crop of beautiful flowers. It would have been impossible then to imagine how great the results would have been in the field.

My favorite memory of our garden is how it seemed to come alive. It was like magic, and even though it looked like nothing, it really was. The buttercups grew in the middle. They look so much like the flowers in the picture, you can see how they could be confused at first. I remember how much I enjoyed looking at them every day.

My mother believed in doing everything. She knew how to stitch together the seams of the barn on a sunny day. It was just a matter of time before she understood the importance of planning ahead. I believe that if we had followed her advice, we would have done things differently, but it would have been worth it.

In fact, we had already decided to do things differently. We had decided that the garden should be a place of light and creativity. We wanted it to be a place where we could come together and create something beautiful. We wanted it to be a place where we could find peace and quiet.

I think it's important to remember that life is not always easy. Sometimes it can be hard to find the light in the darkness. But if we keep working and trying, we can find the beauty in everything.
Play sports
Watch movies
Listen to music
Brothers
Grandparents
Fat/thin
Bald
Hair: long/short

ENGLISHCONNECT 1, Lesson 7
Hair colors
Hair: curly/straight
Eye color: green/blue/brown
Glasses
Family differences
Guess who
Expanding into All the World

Under the leadership of Joe J. Choo, missionaries and Paul E. T. Maxwell and others, global Church educational programs were initiated in the 1970s. A program was started to reach and adaptability in students outside the United States. In South America, students were taught in their own language and in South Africa, where churches it happened in such a rapid window of time that in four or five years, almost the entire world was ready for a mission. This secondary schools under C. S. C. supervision, a new person in the Church who is a member of the Church, had been
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Chair
Variety of pens
Sheep
Variety of clothing items
Single clothing items and sets of clothing items
Clothing store (men)
Get up
Wake up
Take a shower
Get dressed
Get ready
Eat breakfast
Brush teeth
Go to school
Come home from school
Come home from work
Make lunch; cook dinner
Make lunch; cook dinner
Eat dinner
Eat dinner
Eat dinner
Pray
Pray
Put on pajamas
Pajamas
Wash face
Relax
Go to bed
Rain/rainy
Snow/snowy (nature)
Snow/snowy (person)
Wind/windy
Cloud/cloudy
Cloud/cloudy
Fog/foggy
Fog/foggy
Cold
Hot
Weather map
Weather map
Factory worker
Office worker
Factory
Youth T-shirts
Restaurant
Sell (to customer)
Banana
Potato
Fish
Rice
Bread
Milk
Sandwich
Pizza
Drink
Dessert
Place setting
Stove/oven
Flour
Salt
Eggs and a banana
Eggs and a banana in a bowl
Eggs and a banana mixed in a bowl
Uncooked pancakes on pan
Cooked pancakes on pan
Pajamas
Car
Stairs
Floor plan
Bathroom
Compass directions
Stomachache
Sick
Mexican flag
Japanese flag
German flag
Watch sports
Watch TV
Play soccer
Sing
Sew
Swim
Play (games/sports)
Write
Read

ENGLISHCONNECT 2, Lesson 3
Family tree
James and Mary’s family
Susan and her mom
Anaya and Yash

ENGLISHCONNECT 2, Lesson 5
Married/single
Eye color: green/blue/brown
Hair: long/short
Glasses
Tired
Frustrated
Mad
Embarrassed
Neighborhoods
Listen to music
Play sports
Get up
Take a shower
Get dressed
Eat breakfast
Brush teeth
Go to work
Eat lunch
Go to school
Come home from work
Eat dinner
Go to bed
Janet’s activities
Weekend party/gathering 2
Graduation
Travel
Moving
Baby
Eggs/tomatoes/apples/bananas
Bread/cheese
Market
Carrots
Eggs
Clothing store
Post office
Bakery
Police station
Bus stop
Formal dance/cultural celebration
Movie theater
Amusement park
Amusement park
Fish
Exercise
Put heat on it
Take medicine
Wrap it
Swollen
Go to the doctor
Cold
Fever
Headache
Stomachache
Sick
Sore throat
Broken bone (leg)
Burn
Bruise
Take medicine
KENNEDY & KYLE

MARRIAGE SOLEMNIZED IN THE SALT LAKE TEMPLE

SUN. MAY 26, 2011

THREE YEARS & COUNTING

YOU’RE INVITED

EVERYONE WELCOME TO THE CELEBRATION

SAT. MAY 26, 2011

SALT LAKE TEMPLE
Wedding
Hairstylist
Pronunciation—They will come
Pronunciation—Day will come
Family vacation
Family fishing
Wedding reception
Birthday party